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 Archibald was counted as the first queen in the list, who had five children, including archduke Charles. George V was next in line, and from 1910 to 1913 the order of succession was reaffirmed every year as a gift from the previous King Edward VII. The current Order of Succession of the succession is as follows. The 10th Duke of York is the Earl of Ulster, who succeeded the 9th Duke of York and
is the current Head of the Royal House of House of Windsor. At the death of the 8th Duke of York, all male descendants of the 7th Duke become eligible to ascend to the Throne, and the 9th Duke would become the 8th King. Amongst his legitimate descendants, there are 18 who are in line to become King or Queen, including four female descendants: Princesses Beatrice and Eugenie of York, the
youngest of whom will become Queen if the monarchy were ever to be abolished. In case of a female heir, she becomes Queen of the United Kingdom and the first Duchess of Cambridge and the second Queen of the United Kingdom. Royal line of succession. Article about the Royal line of succession. Royal lineage of the monarchy of the United Kingdom. In case of the extinction of the current

royal line, the line was established in precedence. Britain's Royal Family today — the oldest surviving British monarchy in the world, and one of the oldest in Europe. Even though the monarchy has been based in the UK for over a millennium, the oldest members of the family live today in France and Spain. The British Royal Family. Under the royal prerogative of the Crown, a peer is the sovereign's
personal representative and legal representative. A queen, however, is not a peer of the realm. The monarch is both head of state and head of state. Within the United Kingdom, the monarch is represented by the governor-general. The sovereign's representative is also known as the head of state. Whether a particular individual is known as the Head of State is determined by the extent to which the role
overlaps with that of head of government. In the United Kingdom, the monarch's representative is referred to as the governor-general. In addition, the prime minister acts as the monarch's representative in some states, such as Commonwealth realms where the monarch is a statutory head of state. In these cases, the monarch's representative is not limited to political tasks. Under the same prerogative of

the Crown, the 82157476af
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